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About This Game

A murder mystery visual novel by sakevisual.

For the last few years Kangai has been a wanderer, but his return to his hometown has triggered a series of deaths linked to his
past. With a bit of less than gentle prodding, he joins a group of psychic teenagers who solve mysteries under the watchful eye
of the government. The group goes undercover at a local university to investigate Kangai's history, but the sudden death of a

professor sets them on a new course racing an old enemy for valuable information.

Take control of Kangai as you explore the campus, interrogate suspects, and unearth together the secrets behind the lies. Can
you catch the murderer, or will the murderer catch you?

Genre: Supernatural, mystery, anime
Gameplay: Visual novel, adventure game

Content: Contains depictions of crime scenes and some blood
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Art: M. Beatriz Garcia
Writing: Ayu Sakata

Music: Marc Conrad Tabula

Voice Cast
Mikolaj Gurski: Chris Niosi

Naoki Mizutani: Micah Solusod
Aki Mizutani: Apphia Yu
Li Mei: Cherami Leigh

Chance Jackson: Kira Buckland
Shawn Tasse: Kevin M. Connolly

Aaron Vanich: Edwyn Tiong
Jupiter Celedon: Erica Mendez
David Sawicki: Clifford Chapin

Nathan Holm: Chris Cason
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Title: Yousei
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
sakevisual
Publisher:
sakevisual
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2013
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This is much better than the second episode, and the detective system actually works. It's still a bit annoying that the ending is
determined by a completely arbitrary choice, but it doesn't affect the rest of the game so I don't mind too much.
The story, characters and setting are very compelling. This was also true for the other games but here these aspects are given
more attention, and the detective system doesn't ruin everything else like in Kansei. I also really like the artwork.
So if you were put off by the second game, do consider playing this one, as it has the best of the first two games: a detective
system that makes sense, and more attention given to the advancement of the overall story and character development.
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